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Nomenclature

ai Inertial acceleration) (m/s/s)
ar Ideal accelerometer reading, or specific force (m/s/s)
g acceleration due to gravity (m/s/s)
V Inertial velocity (m/s)
ûg Estimated direction of gravity
Asens Sensed acceleration (m/s/s)
Abias Accelerometer bias (m/s/s)
Gsens Sensed angular rate (rad/s)
Gbias Gyro bias (rad/s)
q Quaternion from navigation to body coordinates
DCM Direction cosine matrix from navigation to body coordinates
ψ, θ, φ Euler angles from navigation to body coordinates (rad)
Ω̂ Angular input to quaternion
KP Loop gain (1/s)
KY Gain on heading reference
KI Gain on gyro bias estimates (1/s/s)
ψref Unit heading reference vector
P̂ (t) Estimated position (m)
V̂ (t) Estimated velocity (m/s)
PGPS(tk) Horizontal GPS position vector at time tk (m)
VGPS(tk) Horizontal GPS velocity vector at time tk (m/s)
ak Estimated acceleration in [tk−1, tk]
α Acceleration weight

I. Introduction

In the recent years there has been an exponential growth in the use of (and interest in) Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles (UAV). This growth has been more notable in military operations, but surveillance applications such
as observation of marine fisheries, forest fire monitoring, and border patrol have also seen a considerable
growth.1–3 Regardless of its application, the UAVs require accurate onboard determination of attitude and
position. In recent years, the most cost-efficient solutions have involved low-cost inertial sensors coupled with
external information sources such as GPS receivers and barometric sensors.4,5 Traditionally, the Extended
Kalman Filter (EKF) and its many variants (see References6–10), has been used as the de facto tool for inte-
grating these information sources.11–16 The use of the EKF has been so widely adopted that Crassidis,17 in
his survey of nonlinear attitude determination methods, calls the EKF “the workhorse of real-time spacecraft
attitude determination”. In general, the advantages of the EKF are near-optimal estimation but requiring
extensive computational resources, typically either a CPU with a floating point unit (FPU) or a fixed-point
implementation. The implementation of the EKF also requires a detailed model of system dynamics, process
noise and observation noise. In practice, these may be difficult to determine, or may have characteristics
ill-suited to the model framework. Furthermore, instability and divergence of the EKF may occur if the
initial conditions are far from the true state.17

Observers and Complementary Filters (CF) are suboptimal solutions to the position and attitude esti-
mation problem, with the advantage that they require fewer assumptions about noise and system dynamics.
In contrast to the EKF, CFs have lower computational demands, albeit sacrificing convergence time and
response to initial conditions. The essence of the CF is to combine low frequency information from one
source and high frequency information from another (see References12,18 for a thorough discussion of Com-
plementary Filters). Brown18 also compares the two approaches for inertial navigation system (INS) with
external updates. He points out the difficulty of determining noise models, and shows that the all-pass com-
plementary constraint is only slightly suboptimal in high signal-to-noise environments. Provable stability is
an important feature of any filter to avoid the divergence problems that can arise in the EKF. In Reference19
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the authors develop a nonlinear CF for estimating position and velocity of a rigid body with position and
angular measurements, and prove its exponential stability. Ref.20 contains a detailed proof showing almost
global stability for several classes of complementary filters.

The filters presented here were implemented within SLUGS (Santa Cruz Low-cost Unmanned Aerial
Vehicle Guidance, Navigation & Control System). The SLUGS platform is an open-source system which
is designed from the outset to be a very flexible environment for research in guidance, navigation, and
control.21 See the Appendix for a description of some of the features of the SLUGS environment. This
flexibility allowed major changes to the filter designs to be implemented, verified, validated in simulation,
and downloaded to the UAV in hours, not days. The novelty of this paper is in demonstrating how the SLUGS
environment allowed rapid changes in filter design to be cycled from algorithm design through to flight test.
The complementary filters of the final design show comparable results to those of a full-state EKF with the
advantage of being implemented and flight tested on a very low-cost and relatively low processing-power
16-bit digital signal controller with no FPU.

The remainder of the paper is composed of the following: Section II describes the initial design of the
attitude and position filters; Section III discusses calibration, and ultimate redesign of the position filters
based on flight test telemetry data; Section IV discusses the performance of the filters in flight tests and
in comparison with a 15 state Extended Kalman Filter replaying actual flight data from another source
(including a truth reference).

II. Initial Filter Design

A. Attitude Filter

There are many different approaches to estimating attitude from gyroscope, accelerometer and GPS mea-
surements. One method involves integrating the differential equations for Euler angles with GPS to update
estimates of position, velocity, and biases in gyros and accelerometers.22 Another technique is that of an
attitude and heading reference system (AHRS). This approach uses the fact that a body’s attitude can be
determined from two known, non-collinear inertial directions. Accelerometers are used to determine the
direction of gravity, a low frequency measurement, and integrated gyro rates for changes in attitude, thus
“leveling”, or determining the down direction. Another measurement, typically the earth’s magnetic field,
is used for a heading reference.4

The design of the attitude filter begins with a complementary filter23 but used a magnetometer triad
for a heading reference. The output of the attitude filter consisted of information of the estimated attitude
(Euler angles and direction cosine matrix) obtained from the integrated quaternion, and gyro bias estimates.
The attitude (and position) filters were created in Simulink, and these models were driven by a Simulink
simulation of a 6 degree-of-freedom (DOF) UAV flying a closed course defined by waypoints. The waypoints
required changes in altitude as well as changes in track. The filter tracked the Euler angles well in the
presence of realistic noise except in pitch when the UAV descended to a lower altitude. This behavior was
traced to the original implementation of the leveling logic. The leveling process estimates the direction
of gravity in body coordinates based on accelerometer readings and an independent estimate of inertial
acceleration. Accelerometers measure specific force:

ar = ai − g, (1)

where ar is the vector of accelerometer readings, ai is the inertial acceleration, and g is the acceleration due
to gravity. The direction of the gravity vector is estimated from

ûg =
ai − ar

| ai − ar |
. (2)

If ai is computed as seen in body coordinates, the full expression is:

ai =
dV

dt
+ ω × V, (3)

where V is inertial velocity of the UAV, dV/dt is the longitudinal acceleration, or rate of change of inertial
velocity as seen in body coordinates, and ω is the angular velocity of the body relative to inertial coordinates.
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Many designs use the second term only,23,24 and it is common to hear practitioners talk about the “omega
cross V” term since most papers are concerned with a UAV flying in level flight at constant airspeed.

However, longitudinal acceleration turned out to be important for our application because it was signifi-
cant when changing altitudes. The descent profile was a reduction of thrust to a minimum with a maximum
pitch down attitude. This resulted in an increase in airspeed and inertial velocity (dV/dt > 0), then a
deceleration back to commanded airspeed (dV/dt < 0) upon leveling off, both of which caused errors in the
estimated pitch angle. The impact of longitudinal acceleration on estimated pitch angle is shown in Figure
1. In this simulation both maximum longitudinal acceleration and deceleration were obtained in level flight
using thrust only. Although the longitudinal accelerations experienced in the waypoint-following simulation
were not as large as these, they were enough to cause significant pitch error.

Figure 1: Pitch Error Induced by Acceleration.

Several candidates for computing the dV/dt term were compared on the basis of tracking error before
choosing a high pass filter to compute the approximate numerical derivative. Rather than use the high pass
filter to calculate dV/dt directly in body coordinates for equation 3, the high pass filter was applied to the
inertial velocity estimates in inertial coordinates, and this was transformed to body coordinates (using the
estimated attitude) and used as an estimate for ai in equation 2.

The major components of this design are shown in Fig. 2. The inputs to the filter are the sensed
acceleration, Asens, estimated accelerometer bias, Abias, sensed gyro angular rates, Gsens, inertial velocity
V , and a unit heading reference vector ψref . Note that the inertial velocity goes through a high pass filter
mentioned above. The outputs of the filter are: estimates of gyro bias, Gbias, direction cosine matrix (DCM)
from local north-east-down to body coordinates, and, for convenience, the Euler angles (φ, θ, ψ).

The attitude parametrization used internally in the filter is a unit quaternion. The quaternion, q is used
to compute the direction cosine matrix (DCM), and Euler angles ψ, θ, φ. The inputs to the quaternion rate
of change are the angular rates from the gyros, Gsens, and the error signals from the estimate of gravity,
and the estimate of heading error. The equation for the quaternion rate of change is:

q̇ =
1
2
q ⊗ (0, Ω̂)>, (4)
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Figure 2: Block Diagram of Attitude Filter

where ⊗ represents the quaternion product, and the angular rate Ω̂ is:

Ω̂ = Gsens +Kp(εg +KY εY ) +Gbias (5)

where εg is the error signal derived from misalignment of the estimated Z axis with estimated gravity vector,
and εY is the error signal derived from the misalignment of the estimated direction of the heading reference.

One of the advantages of the complementary filter is the small number of tuning parameters that need to
be chosen. Useful guidelines appear in.23 In our design Kp was 0.1sec−1, and Ki was 0.001sec−2. The gain
Ky controls the ratio of the yaw reference error and the leveling error and a value of 3 was used throughout.

Two attitude filters were designed and flight tested: one used magnetometers for the heading reference
ψref , the other used GPS course-over-ground (COG). The COG design was created because of the possibility
of unreliable magnetometer readings. The COG reference ignores differences between heading and ground
track. As such, it can create errors in estimates of actual heading angle as well as transient errors when
the relative wind changes. However, flight tests were conducted in relatively low wind conditions, thus
minimizing these effects.

B. Position Filter

The initial design for the position filter was a 9-state extended Kalman Filter with state variables consisting
of position and velocity in north-east-down (NED) coordinates, and accelerometer biases. Measurements for
the position filter were horizontal GPS position and velocity, barometric altitude, accelerometer readings, and
the direction cosine matrix from the attitude filter. The filter performed strap down navigation calculations
for the state and covariance matrix at 100Hz between GPS updates by integrating accelerometer readings
after they were transformed to NED coordinates. The state variables were updated with the GPS readings
according to the assumed GPS noise covariance and the propagated a priori state covariance. This filter
performed very well in the 6DOF simulations with simulated noise whose characteristics matched the sensor
specifications, and this filter was downloaded to the autopilot for further flight testing.

The combined attitude and position filters are shown at a high level in Figure 3 which shows the signal
flows between these systems.
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Figure 3: Block Diagram of Position and Attitude Filter

III. Flight Test Calibration and Filter Redesign

The objective of the first few flight tests was to log sensor readings while the UAV was manually controlled
by a pilot on the ground to validate attitude and position estimates before using these outputs for closed-loop
guidance and control. Magnetometer readings were taken in the field during static ground test before the
first flight, and they were deemed unreliable due to inconsistent static readings and high noise levels due to
the UAV’s electric motor. The machine code for both the magnetometer and the COG attitude filters had
been created beforehand, so the code for the attitude filter with COG heading reference was downloaded
to the autopilot in the field and used for the remainder of the flights. (The MATLAB/Simulink models
and supporting code resided on the ground station. If necessary, any Simulink model could be modified,
recompiled, and downloaded to the autopilot in the field.

Sensor readings during manually controlled flight were recorded in the ground station via RF telemetry.
These data were then replayed, post flight, though the Simulink position and attitude models. The redesign
process is shown in Figure 4. The telemetry data from the flights are fed into the Simulink models of the
position and attitude filters; the response of these filters is examined and design changes can be made based
on these results. Finally the Simulink model is compiled and downloaded to the autopilot for validation via
flight tests.

This replay turned out to be one of the most valuable steps in the process because it allowed the models
to operate on real, in-flight, sensor readings, not pseudo random data with standard distribution functions
parameterized from specification sheets. The SLUGS ground station software prepared the flight data in
real time so that there was very little delay between flight and the replay.

The replay from the manually controlled flight showed that the accelerometers’ in-flight readings were
corrupted with a significant amount of noise. This had a direct impact on the performance of the EKF which
had been implemented with a more optimistic noise model (extracted from the data sheet and valid for static
conditions). An attempt to identify the source of the noise (e.g.: vibration, electromagnetic interference),
proved unsuccessful. The telemetry data also showed that the GPS readings were updating at an average
of 3Hz and had little noise except for the Z-axis (altitude). The Z readings showed several hundred feet of
drift during a 10-minute flight, as well as a periodic, and very large abrupt changes in Z position readings
associated with satellites dropping in and out of the solution.

Because of the relatively noiseless GPS data, its reasonably fast update rate, and looming project dead-
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Figure 4: Replay and Iterative Design Process

lines, it was decided to replace the EKF in the horizontal channel with complementary filters that blended
GPS position and velocity. In fact, a satisfactory result was obtained by predicting the X-Y positions be-
tween GPS updates using the last GPS position plus the last estimated velocity of the last GPS reading.
The change in X-Y velocities between GPS updates were predicted using a version of a first-order-hold but
with a weighted average of the last two changes as shown in equations 6–9.

P̂ (t) = PGPS(tk) + VGPS(tk)(t− tk), t >= tk (6)

V̂ (t) = VGPS(tk) + (αak + (1− α)ak−1) (t− tk), t >= tk (7)
ak = (VGPS(tk)− VGPS(tk−1)) /(tk − tk−1) (8)

ak−1 = (VGPS(tk−1)− VGPS(tk−2)) /(tk−1 − tk−2), (9)

where P̂ (t), V̂ (t) are the estimated horizontal position and velocity, PGPS(tk), VGPS(tk) are the GPS readings
of horizontal position and velocity at time tk, and ak, ak−1 are estimates of horizontal acceleration over the
last two GPS update intervals. α is a weighting coefficient between the last two accelerations and a factor
of 0.8 was used. This finite memory filter estimating acceleration proved to be very effective, more so than
a conventional Kalman Filter for this problem due of it’s finite memory.

The outlier changes in GPS Z readings were trapped with a threshold test such that the sample-to-sample
change in GPS Z reading passed to the CF was either (1) the actual change or (2) zero if the change from
the last reading was too large. These jump-free readings were blended with the barometric altitude as the
low frequency signal to eliminate drift.

Note that using the actual flight sensor data from test flight, these new designs were proposed, imple-
mented in Simulink models, simulated, compiled, and downloaded to the autopilot in less than 24 hours,
demonstrating the flexibility of SLUGS environment. Comparable changes using high level languages such
as C/C++ would have taken several days, and would have been more prone to error, thus requiring a much
longer validation cycle. The ability to switch not only the sensor details, but the entire structure (EKF
to CF) within the Simulink modeling environment makes such code revisions relatively easy and free of
implementation errors. Validation against actual flight data using the replay function is an additional step
that is easy with the SLUGS environment.

Not only did these changes result in improved filter performance, but the change from EKF to CF
reduced the computational load on the sensor DSC from nearly 100% to 40%. This is especially interesting
as the DSC is emulating floating point operations, and would be able to see an additional large performance
increase by moving to a fixed point implementation of the CF code (this too, can be accomplished within
the Simulink environment by using the Fixed Point blockset tools).
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Figure 5: Typical CF and Rate-Aided Estimates of Height. The top plot compares the altitude as reported
from the GPS (blue) and the barometric height (red). Note how, according to the GPS, the UAV climbed
100 meters in a period of 5 seconds [645 - 650sec]. This is clearly wrong. The bottom plot shows the output
of a traditional CF (blue) and compares it with the rate-aided height (red). Note how once the abrupt
changes (reported by the GPS in Z) fade out, both altitudes coincide.

IV. Results

A. UCSC Flight Tests

The main objective of the extensive flight tests with the Mentor UAV was to explore various control schemes
and navigation architectures. In the case of the flight tests, a non-linear flight guidance law was used to
keep the aircraft on the trajectories between waypoints.25 The trajectory of a nominal flight in our test field
shown in Fig. 6. The overshoot in the lower-left and “short-cutting” in the upper left are artifacts of the
lateral guidance and its response to the prevailing top-to-bottom wind.

Since there were no independent “truth” measurements of position and attitude, no detailed evaluation
is available for these flights. However, all the functions related to attitude and position estimates, such as
lateral guidance and airframe stabilization, performed quite well to control the aircraft trajectory.

B. University of Minnisota Flight Tests

UAV flight test sensor data is available in the DVD distributed in the book edited by Gleason and Gebre-
Egziabher.22 The data consist of IMU data (gyro and accelerometer readings) and GPS readings from Micro
Nav, a low cost IMU/GNSS system made by Crossbow. Also flown on the same UAV was a MIDG II, an
integrated IMU/GNSS system that provided higher quality position and attitude estimates. Current MIDG
II specifications are 0.4◦ (1-σ) in pitch and roll, and 2◦ (1-σ) in heading. The complete data set was collected
over 13.5 minutes period of a UAV flying in circular patterns (Figure 7).

The Crossbow IMU and GPS data were played through the complementary filters in the SLUGS replay
mode. Fig. 8 shows 2 minutes of traces of the CF Euler angles and their references with a GPS update rate
of 1Hz. At this scale, there is good agreement with the more accurate MIDG II estimates.

For a more detailed evaluation, error statistics were computed during a 5-minute flight interval. The
data were used to drive the CF as well as a 15-state EKF whose source code is provided on the DVD.22 Both
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filters were compared to the MIDG II data that was regarded as truth for pitch and roll. The yaw output of
the CF was compared with the COG from the GPS since that was the horizontal reference for the CF. The
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Figure 8: Complementary Filter Euler Angles (blue) and Their References (red). GPS Update Rate 1Hz.

heading output of the EKF was compared to the MIDG heading.
The GPS data on the DVD is updated at 10Hz. This allowed testing of the CF and EKF at different

GPS update rates, and the following results are presented for GPS updates at 1 Hz and 3 Hz which are more
realistic update rates for low-cost off-the-shelf GPSs. The comparisons are displayed in Figure 9 and Table
1 and Table 2. Figure 9a shows the mean error and Figure 9b shows the standard deviation.

A note of caution: comparing the Yaw Reference performance of the CF and EKF is not strictly proper
because the EKF is tracking heading, and the CF is tracking COG. Although the low frequency content of
these values is similar (varying only by the heading correction for wind), the high frequency content could
be quite different. Therefore the relative performance of the errors in yaw reference should be considered as
representative.

Fig. 9a and Table 1 show that the mean errors of the EKF and the CF are comparable, except for the
yaw reference at a GPS update rate of 1 Hz. At the 3 Hz GPS update rate the errors are very similar. This
means the performance of the CF and EKF are essentially the same since a GPS update rate of 3 Hz is
readily available in low-cost GPS receivers.

Mean Error (degrees)
Roll (1Hz) Roll (3Hz) Pitch (1Hz) Pitch (3Hz) Yaw (1Hz) Yaw (3Hz)

Complementary Filter 0.67 0.40 -1.20 -1.60 5.67 1.94
Extended Kalman Filter 0.22 -0.65 -2.15 -0.36 2.20 1.71

Table 1: Mean Angular Errors (degrees)

The standard deviation of both EKF and CF errors, shown graphically in Fig. 9b and numerically in
Table 2, indicate that there is no practical difference between the CF and the EKF, especially at the higher
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Error Standard Deviation (degrees)
Roll (1Hz) Roll (3Hz) Pitch (1Hz) Pitch (3Hz) Yaw (1Hz) Yaw (3Hz)

Complementary Filter 2.11 1.83 1.75 1.60 4.73 2.24
Extended Kalman Filter 2.34 2.33 1.82 1.33 3.76 2.78

Table 2: Error Standard Deviation (degrees)

update GPS rate of 3Hz. Given the greater ease of tuning the parameters for the CF than the EKF, more
robust performance to larger errors, and lower computational burden, the CF demonstrates an excellent
candidate for an embedded attitude and position filter for small UAVs.

V. Conclusions

The process of design and development of the attitude and position filters for the UCSC UAV was a
series of iterative changes, driven both by theory and the results on experimental data. This is just like
any other design that goes from concept, to simulation, to validation, and finally to flight tests. There were
many unanticipated conditions which were discovered, evaluated, mitigated, and overcome. In this regard
the SLUGS environment turned out to be very useful and shortened the time from start to finish by months.
The complementary filters in the final design performed well when compared to an Extended Kalman Filter.
Both the CF and EKF seem to be more sensitive to GPS update in following the yaw reference, and at 3
Hz, the performance of the CF can be considered very similar to the EKF. It is well known that higher GPS
rates can vastly improve performance of low cost IMUs. Unfortunately, the matrix computations demands
of the EKF are especially burdensome at higher update rates. For the systems evaluated here, the readily-
achieved GPS update rate of 3 Hz, and the lower computational requirements of the CF, make then attractive
alternatives. Flight tests demonstrated that the CF performance is adequate to stabilize the platform while
delivering excellent waypoint and trajectory tracking.

Appendix: The SLUGS System

The filters presented here were implemented within SLUGS (Santa Cruz Low-cost Unmanned Aerial
Vehicle Guidance, Navigation & Control System) The SLUGS platform is an open-source system which is a
very flexible environment for research in guidance, navigation, and control. The essential SLUGS components
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for this discussion are:

1. A low-cost, light-weight, low-power autopilot (Shown in Fig. 10), with a ADIS16355 Tri-axis iner-
tial sensor; a San Jose Navigation EB-85 GPS receiver with asynchronous updates averaging 3Hz; a
HMC5843 magnetometer triad; and pressure transducers for air data computations. Computations
are handled with two Microchip dsPIC33FJ256MC710 digital signal controllers (DSC) one for sensor
calculations, and one for guidance and control tasks.

Figure 10: SLUGS Autopilot Board

2. The design of all the GNC algorithms is accomplished in Simulink using block diagrams and Embedded
MATLAB functions. Once designs are verified through simulation, they are compiled directly into DSC
executable code using Simulink”s Real Time Workshop auto code generation. This executable firmware
is downloaded directly to the autopilot for hardware-in-the-loop simulation and flight tests.

3. Ground station software, for sending commands, gains, and waypoint information to the autopilot; and,
in turn, receiving telemetry of system parameters, system health, sensor readings, and other logged
data.

4. An efficient way to record inflight sensor data and other variables via telemetry, convert to a MATLAB
format, and drive attitude and position filters in the Simulink environment. This “Replay” capability
allows rapid design change to actual signal and noise characteristics.

The aircraft used for flight tests was a small off-the-shelf radio-controlled (RC) aircraft with a wingspan
of 1.65 meters weighing 2.01 kilograms with the the autopilot mounted on the rear part of the “cockpit”(see
Fig. 11). The motors, batteries, radio modems, autopilot, and supporting hardware added approximately
1.2 kilograms of payload.
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